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off road xtreme contacted bilstein and asked about doing a story on the new bilstein b8 shocks. they
had plans to call them b1, b2, and b3, but bilstein was quick to interject and they had to explain their
naming system. i wanted to see how these changes worked on the track. to do that, we would need
a vehicle that could be modified for the new shocks. from the sizes of the shocks, they would be a
direct fit in the nitto tires and the lack of changes in steering and suspension geometry made it an

easy fit. perhaps the biggest benefit to 4x4 off-road redneck racing [rip] license key is that you
simply get a great high quality suspension kit. besides the shock, an essential part of any on/off-road

kit is a good quality leaf spring. the 4x4 off-road redneck racing [rip] license key we tested
accommodates both 34mm as well as 40mm leaf springs and is the only bumper to come with a dual

protection plate guard. the end result is a bulked up and stiffened rubber bush life, with a level of
protection that's unmatched. bilstein shocks absorbers are not the only player in the game. as the

off-road industry grows and evolves, we have seen multiple shock manufactures come into play. like
bilstein, the major producers and boutique shock makers are also bolstering direct fit vehicle-specific
products. across the board, certain vehicles are more inclined to receive interest and support from
the aftermarket industry. off road xtreme advises to carefully research a vehicle before purchasing

to determine its off-road viability and available aftermarket upgrades.
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when we design a new shock,
we want a design that offers a

controlled system that is
adjustable, offers complete

control and is easily
maintained. even if your

suspension design isn't as
serious as a full on track

system, everyone wants to
know the performance of the
vehicle. this includes off road
enthusiasts. design a product
that serves everyone, not just
the jeep crowd. shock valving
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is where you can really get
creative. we sell the m100 as
a part of our bilstein off-road
line, or we also sell them as
stand-alone, unvalved units.
our m100/7100/800 package

are great for camaros,
mustangs and blazers. before

we sold the m100/7100
package, the m100 had been
used as a stand-alone shock

for the miata and the suv
market. feel free to check out
the m100 on our website: 4x4
off-road redneck racing [rip]

license key bilstein off-road m
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9200 series the 9200 bypass
(8-inches to 18-inches in

travel) and coilover shocks
(8-inches to 16-inches in

travel) were strictly developed
for professional off-road racing

competition. these shocks
step up to a case-hardened

22mm piston rod. all
components utilize aerospace-

class materials and are
engineered to the tightest

tolerances. depending on the
racing applications and needs,
the 9200 shocks are available
in multiple lengths and valving
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for a wide range of custom
race applications. the three
and four tube bypass shocks
are sized in 60mm or 70mm

and can be ordered with
remote or piggyback

reservoirs. the coilovers are
available as 46mm or 60mm

piston diameter configurations
and accept 2.0-inch or

2.65-inch outer body diameter
coilover springs. for extra high-

performance applications,
bilstein recommends

upgrading the 60mm remote
reservoir with the anti-
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cavitation valve designed to
virtually eliminate potential

shock fade. 5ec8ef588b
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